Editorial Notes and Comments

UNITED PRESBYTERIANS REJECT MERGER

It should be a source of satisfaction to all intelligent and informed Presbyterians that the Plan of Union proposed by the Joint Committee on Organic Union has failed. The consummation of this union, as we have consistently maintained, would not have been for the best interest of either of these churches. It would not have been for the best interest of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. because it would have been obtained at the cost of a serious lowering of its doctrinal standards and under conditions that would have made further revision in the direction of Modernism relatively easy. It would not have been for the best interest of the United Presbyterian Church because it would have resulted in a church which on the whole is seemingly soundly evangelical in a Reformed sense—despite the reduced and in some respects erroneous creed which—we are at a loss to know why—it adopted a few years ago, being swallowed up by a church which, whatever may be true of many of the rank and file of its ministers and members, is dominated and controlled by a modernist-indifferentist group that is not only hostile to or indifferent to the system of doctrine taught in the Bible and in the Westminster Standards, but which is seeking to wrest from its members as a whole their constitutional and Christian liberties. Christianity Today is the only paper in the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. that has opposed the plan of union proposed by the Joint Committee. While it seemed a foregone conclusion that it would receive the endorsement of our General Assembly, we have all along thought it likely that the United Presbyterian Assembly would reject it. Our already high opinion of the United Presbyterians has thereby been increased.

The vote in the United Presbyterian Assembly was 118 for and 123 against with a two-thirds vote required for approval. It has been repeatedly alleged in the press that the vote against the merger in our Assembly was only twenty. That is unquestionably a misrepresentation. It is more accurate to say that approximately one hundred voted against it with a considerable number not voting because it was obvious that the opposition was hopelessly outvoted. But even if the vote against it had been less than twenty, it would still be true that this was one of the many cases in which the minority has been right and the majority wrong.

The United Presbyterians dismissed their Committee on Organic Union. It would seem to be high time for the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. to do likewise. The department on Church Cooperation and Union should be abolished or at least have its personnel changed and its functions modified. It certainly has proved itself an expensive as well as an inefficient department. The abolishment of this department would not mean that the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. is averse to union with other churches. It would be much better, it seems to us, to appoint special committees to consider particular proposals of union rather than have a standing department. Such a department feels that it must do something to justify its existence and so is under constant pressure to promote mergers even where there is no real demand for them on the part of the rank and file of the churches concerned.

"GOD GETS SECOND PLACE"

Under the above title Church Management for July contains the following editorial comment on the last General Assembly:

"If you like family fights you should have been at the meeting of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. which recently met in Cleveland. A fundamentalist group headed by Prof. J. Gresham Machen, believing that the foreign board has grown modernist, has organized its own board of foreign missions. This the church fathers agreed is all wrong. So they served notice, in no indifferent way, that every minister and officer in affiliation with the new board must withdraw. If they failed to do so in ninety days they must stand trial before their respective presbyteries.

"The little group fought back, appealing that it had an obligation to God and conscience which must come ahead of the ruling of the Assembly. But it was overruled. The Presbyterian Church is a constitutional body. The right of conscience can be granted only so far as it does not interfere with the law of the church. "Several days later the same assembly debated war. But what a difference? Now it held that 'Christians owe an allegiance to the Kingdom of God superior to loyalty to their own country.'"

"So as far as this assembly is concerned it appears that the Presbyterian Church comes first, God and conscience next, while the nation must take third place."

The editorial we have just cited contains about the most illuminating press comment on the last General Assembly that we have noted. Most of these comments are suggestive of many if not most present-day sermons. Just as one might listen indefinitely to these sermons without obtaining any real understanding of what Christianity is or the purpose for which it was established—even those that do not give a positively false conception of the nature and purpose of the Christian religion—so these comments even when not positively misleading (as many of them are) are strangely blind to the significance of what took place at Cleveland. Here, however, is an editorial that has been written with insight and understanding. We are glad to be able to pass it on to our readers.

(A Table of Contents will be found on Page 80)
Mountains and Why We Love Them

By J. Gresham Machen

[The following paper was read before a group of ministers in Philadelphia, November 27, 1933. It is printed here almost as it was read.]

WHAT right have I to speak about mountain-climbing? The answer is very simple. I have none whatever. I have, indeed, been in the Alps four times. The first time I got up Monte Rosa, the second highest of the Alps, and one or two others of the easier Zermatt peaks. On my second visit I had some glorious days in the Grossglockner group and on a few summits in the Zillerthal Alps and also made my first visit to that beautiful liberty-loving land of South Tirol, where, as a result of a war fought to "make the world safe for democracy," Mussolini is now engaged in the systematic destruction of a language and civilization that has set its mark upon the very face of the landscape for many centuries. On my third visit, in 1913, I did my most ambitious climbing, all in the Eastern Alps, getting up the Kleine Zinne by the north face, certain of the sporty Cortina courses, and even the Campanile di Val Montanaia, which is not considered altogether easy. In 1932 I was on three of the first-class Zermatt peaks.

Why, then, have I no right to talk about mountain-climbing? For the simple reason that I did all of these climbs with good guides, safeguarded by perfectly good Alpine ropes. An Alpine guide is said to be able to get a sack of meal up the Matterhorn about as well as he can get some tourists up, and then those tourists go home and boast what great mountaineers they are. Well, I differed from the proverbial sack of meal in two particulars: (1) I am a little superior to the sack of meal in climbing ability; (2) the sack of meal is unaware of the fact that it is not a mountaineer, and I am fully aware of the fact that I am not. The man who leads on the rope is the man who has to be a real mountaineer, and I never did that. I am less than the least of the thousands of real climbers who go to the Alps every summer and climb without guides.

But although I am not a mountaineer, I do love the mountains and I have loved them ever since I can remember anything at all. It is about the love of the mountains, rather than about the mountains, that I am venturing to read this little paper today.

Can the love of the mountains be conveyed to those who have it not? I am not sure. Perhaps if a man is not born with that love it is almost as hopeless to try to bring it to him as it would be to explain what color is to a blind man or to try to make President Roosevelt understand the Constitution of the United States. But on the whole I do believe that the love of the mountains can at least be cultivated, and in many cases I am inclined to think that the truer gentleman is the guide. I am quite sure that that was the case when I went with Alois Graven.

At this point I just want to say a word for Swiss and Austrian guides. Justice is not done to them, in my judgment, in many of the books on climbing. You see, it is not they who write the books. They rank as professionals, and the tourists who hire them as "gentlemen"; but in many cases I am inclined to think that the truer gentleman is the guide. I am quite sure that that was the case when I went with Alois Graven.

In addition to climbing practice on the wrong side of the eeky little Riffelhorn and on the ridge of the Unter-gabelhorn—which climbing practice prevented me from buttoning my back collar button without agony for a week—and in addition to an interesting glacier expedition around the back side of the Breithorn and up Pollux (13,430 feet) and Castor (13,850) and down by the Felliijoch through the ice fall of the Zwillingsgletscher, on which expedition I made my first acquaintance with really bad weather in the high Alps and the curious optical illusions which it causes—it was perfectly amazing to see the way in which near the summit of Castor the leading guide would feel with his ice-axe for the edge of the ridge in what I could have sworn to be a perfectly innocent expanse of easy snowfield right there in plain view before our feet, and it was
also perfectly amazing to see the way in which little pieces of ice on the glacier were rolled by way of experimentation down what looked like perfectly innocent slopes, to see whether they would simply disappear in crevasses which I could have sworn not to be there (if they disappeared we didn’t, because we took the hint and chose some other way through the labyrinth)—after these various preliminary expeditions and despite the agony of a deep sore on my right foot in view of which the Swiss doctor whom I consulted told me that as a physician he would tell me to quit but that as a man he knew I would not do so and that therefore he would patch me up as well as possible, and despite the even greater agony of a strained stomach muscle which I got when I extricated myself and was extricated one day from a miniature crevasse and which made me, the following night in the Theodul hut, feel as helpless as a turtle laid on its back, so that getting out of my bunk became a difficult mountaineering feat—after these preliminary expeditions and despite these and other agonies due to a man’s giving a fifty-year-old body twenty-year-old treatment, I got up three first-class Zermatt peaks; the Zinalrothorn, the Matterhorn and the Dent Blanche. Of these three, I have not time—or rather you have not time (for I for my part should just love to go on talking about the mountains for hours and Niagara would have nothing on me for running on)—I say, of these you have not time for me to tell about more than one. It is very hard for me to choose among the three. The Zinalrothorn, I think, is the most varied and interesting as a climb; the Dent Blanche has always had the reputation of being the most difficult of all the Zermatt peaks, and it is a glorious mountain indeed, a mountain that does not intrude its splendors upon the mob but keeps them for those who will penetrate into the fastnesses or will mount to the heights whence true nobility appears in its real proportions. I should love to tell you of that crowning day of my month. On Monday, August 9th, I stood on what I suppose is, next to Mt. Everest, the most famous mountain in the world. The Matterhorn differs from every other great Alpine peak that I know anything about in that when you ascend it by the usual route you do not once set foot on a glacier. You climb near the northeast ridge—for the most part not on the actual ridge itself but on the east face near the ridge. In some places in the lower part there is some danger from falling stones, especially if other parties are climbing above. There is scarcely anything that the blase’ modern mountaineer calls rock climbing of even respectable difficulty; but it is practically all rock climbing or clambering of a

But the Matterhorn is a symbol as well as a mountain, and so I am going to spend the few minutes that remain in telling you about that.

There is a curious thing when you first see the Matterhorn on a fresh arrival at Zermatt. You think your memory has preserved for you an adequate picture of what it is like. But you see that you were wrong. The reality is far more unbelievable than any memory of it can be. A man who sees the Matterhorn standing at that amazing angle above the Zermatt street can believe that such a thing exists only when he keeps his eyes actually fastened upon it.

When I arrived on July 15, 1932, the great mountain had not yet been ascended that summer. The masses of fresh snow were too great; the weather had not been right. That is one way in which this mountain retains its dignity even in the evil days upon which it has fallen when duffers such as I can stand upon its summit. In storm, it can be almost as perilous as ever even to those who follow the despised easiest route.

It was that despised easiest route, of course, which I followed—though my guide led me to have hopes of doing the Zmutt ridge before I got through. On Monday, August 1st, we went up to the “Belvedere,” the tiny little hotel (if you can call it such) that stands right next to the old Matterhorn Hut at 10,700 feet. We went up there intending to ascend the Matterhorn the next day. But alas for human hopes. Nobody ascended the Matterhorn the next day, nor the day after that, nor that whole week. On Wednesday we with several other parties went a little way, but high wind and cold and snow soon drove us back. The Matterhorn may be sadly tamed, but you cannot play with it when the weather is not right. That applies to experts as well as to novices like me. I waited at the Belvedere all that week until Friday. It is not the most comfortable of summer resorts, and I really think that the stay that I made in it was one of the longest that any guest had ever made. Its little cubby-holes of rooms are admirable as Frigidaires, but as living quarters they are “not so hot.” People came and people went; very polyglot was the conversation: but I remained. I told them that I was the hermit or the Einsiedler of the Belvedere. At last, however, even I gave it up. On Friday I returned to Zermatt, in plenty of time for the Saturday night bath!

The next Monday we toiled again up that five thousand feet to the Belvedere, and this time all went well. On Tuesday, August 9th, I stood on what I suppose is, next to Mt. Everest, the most famous mountain in the world.

From the Belvedere to the summit is about four thousand feet. The Matterhorn differs from every other great Alpine peak that I know anything about in that when you ascend it by the usual route you do not once set foot on a glacier. You climb near the northeast ridge—for the most part not on the actual ridge itself but on the east face near the ridge. In some places in the lower part there is some danger from falling stones, especially if other parties are climbing above.
sort, and it seems quite interesting enough to the novice. The most precipitous part is above what is called “the shoulder,” and it was from near this part that the four members of Whymper’s party fell 4000 feet to their death when they were descending after the first ascent in 1865. There are now fixed ropes at places in this part. You grasp the hanging rope with one hand and find the holds in the rock with the other. It took me five hours and forty minutes to make the ascent from the Belvedere. It would certainly have been no great achievement for an athlete; but I am not an athlete and never was one, and I was then fifty-one years of age and have an elevator in the building where I live. The rarefied air affected me more than it used to do in my earlier years, and the mountain is about 14,700 feet high. I shall never forget those last few breathless steps when I realized that only a few feet of easy snow separated me from the summit of the Matterhorn. When I stood there at last—the place where more than any other place on the earth I had hoped all my life that I might stand—I was afraid I was going to break down and weep for joy.

The summit looks the part. It is not indeed a peak, as you would think it was from looking at the pictures which are taken from Zermatt, but a ridge—a ridge with the so-called Italian summit at one end and the so-called Swiss summit three feet higher at the other. Yes, it is a ridge. But what a ridge! On the south you look directly over the stupendous precipice of the south face to the green fields of Valtournanche. On the north you look down an immensely steep snow slope—with a vacancy beyond that is even more impressive than an actual view over the great north precipice would be. As for the distant prospect, I shall not try to describe it, for the simple reason that it is indescribable. Southward you look out over the mysterious infinity of the Italian plain with the snows of Monte Viso one hundred miles away. To the west, the great snow dome of Mont Blanc stands over a jumble of snow peaks; and it looks the monarch that it is. To the north the near peaks of the Weisshorn and the Dent Blanche, and on the horizon beyond the Rhone Valley a marvelous glittering galaxy of the Jungfrau and the Finsteraarhorn and the other mountains of the Bernese Oberland. To the east, between the Strahlhorn and Monte Rosa, the snows of the Weissthor are like a great sheet let down from heaven, exceeding white and glistening, so no fuller on earth can white them; and beyond, fold on fold, soft in the dim distance, the ranges of the Eastern Alps.

Then there is something else about that view from the Matterhorn. I felt it partly at least as I stood there, and I wonder whether you can feel it with me. It is this. You love, the men who have struggled there in those countries below you, who have struggled for light and freedom, struggled for beauty, struggled above all for God’s Word. And then you think of the present and its decadence and its slavery, and you desire to weep. It is a pathetic thing to contemplate the history of mankind.

I know that there are people who tell us contemptuously that always there are croakers who look always to the past, croakers who think that the good old times are the best. But I for my part refuse to acquiesce in this relativism which refuses to take stock of the times in which we are living. It does seem to me that there can never be any true advance, and above all there can never be any true prayer, unless a man does pause occasionally, as on some mountain vantage ground, to try, at least, to evaluate the age in which he is living. And when I do that, I cannot for the life of me see how any man with even the slightest knowledge of history can help recognizing the fact that we are living in a time of sad decadence—a decadence only thinly disguised by the material achievements of our age, which already are beginning to pall on us like a new toy. When Mussolini makes war deliberately and openly upon democracy and freedom, and is much admired for doing so even in countries like ours; when an ignorant ruffian is dictator of Germany, until recently the most highly educated country in the world—when we contemplate these things I do not see how we can possibly help seeing that something is radically wrong. Just read the latest utterances of our own General Johnson, his cheap and vulgar abuse of a recent appointee of our President, the cheap tirades in which he develops his view that economics are bunk—and then compare that kind of thing with the state papers of a Jefferson or a Washington—and you will inevitably come to the conclusion that we are living in a time when decadence has set in on a gigantic scale.

What will be the end of that European civilization, of which I had a survey from my mountain vantage ground—of that European civilization and its daughter in America? What does the future hold in store? Will Luther prove to have lived in vain? Will all the dreams of liberty issue into some vast industrial machine? Will even nature be reduced to standard, as in our country the sweetness of the woods and hills is being destroyed, as I have seen them destroyed in Maine, by the uniformities and artificialities and officedom of our national parks? Will the so-called “Child Labor Amendment” and other similar measures be adopted, to the destruction of all the decencies and private of the home? Will some dreadful second law of thermodynamics apply in the spiritual as in the material realm? Will all things in church and state be reduced to one dead level, coming at last to an equilibrium in which all liberty and all high aspirations will be gone? Will that be the end of all humanity’s hopes? I can see no escape from that conclusion in the signs of the times; too inexorable seems to me to be the march of events. No, I can see only one alternative. The alternative is that there is a God—who in His own good time will bring forward great men again to do His will, great men to resist the tyranny of experts and lead humanity out again into the realms of light and freedom,
great men, above all, who will be the messengers of His grace. There is, far above any earthly mountain peak of vision, a God high and lifted up who, though He is infinitely exalted, yet cares for His children among men.

What have I from my visits to the mountains, not only from those in the Alps, but also, for example, from that delightful twenty-four-mile walk which I took one day last summer in the White Mountains over the whole Twin Mountain range? The answer is that I have memories. Memory, in some respects, is a very terrible thing. Who has not experienced how, after we have forgotten some recent hurt and, for example, from that delightful twenty-four-mile walk which I took one day last summer in the White Mountains over the whole Twin Mountain range? The answer is that I have memories. Memory, in some respects, is a very terrible thing. Who has not experienced how, after we have forgotten some recent hurt

in the hours of sleep, the memory of it comes back to us on our awaking as though it were some dreadful physical blow. Happy is the man who can in such moments repeat the words of the Psalmist and who in doing so regards them not merely as the words of the Psalmist but as the Word of God. But memory is also given us for our comfort; and so in hours of darkness and discouragement I love to think of that sharp summit ridge of the Matterhorn piercing the blue or the majesty and the beauty of that world spread out at my feet when I stood on the summit of the Dent Blanche.

Starting an Every-Day Bible School on Faith—Another Testimony

By A. Peters

[Mr. Peters, an elder in the Christian Reformed Church, is associated with the System of Local Christian Schools in Holland, Michigan.]

With appreciation I read in the March issue of Christianity Today the address of the Rev. Henry Shepard Atkinson, delivered before a Summer Bible School Conference at Chester, Pa. Its title, "Starting a Summer Bible School on Faith," immediately drew my attention and its contents did not disappoint me. The address manifested the consciousness that the youth of our day and specifically the children of confessing Christians, i.e., the children of God's covenant, the lambs of the flock of the Great Shepherd should be made acquainted with the will of God as He has revealed it to us in His Word.

However, the address also moved me to reflection on the condition of education of the youth in the Christian churches of our present time. To the testimony of the Reverend Atkinson I should like to add a testimony concerning the starting of an Every Day Bible School on Faith.

With all due respect for the Christian education given to the children of the church in Sunday schools, Catechism classes, Summer Bible Schools, etc., it appears to me that these labors are largely nullified by the education given in the schools which these same children attend during five days of the week throughout the nine school months.

Even were these day schools able and willing to give neutral education, education with no definite character, such would fall woefully short of that to which these children as belonging to the covenant of God are entitled.

But our day schools cannot and do not give neutral education; it would be an absurdity to demand it. And yet it is generally claimed that our day schools are neutral, and millions of Christians foolishly accept this statement.

Truth of the matter is that what is generally called neutral in education today is nothing but the standpoint of unbelieving science which is taught from the university down through the kindergarten. It either ignores or denies the truth and authority of the infallible Word of God. At the same time, in order to appease the demands of many Christian folk, singing of some Christian songs, reading of a few Bible selections, reciting of the Lord's Prayer, etc., are in many schools added to the daily curriculum and, presto! we have a day school where Christian parents can safely send their children, or rather, where they can safely send God's children (for that is the primary truth), to receive education.

Poor children who at home and in church learn that God, the God of the Scriptures, created the universe and who learn at school that something, some power, some influence (we do not know what), made all. Poor children who at home and in church learn that God, and He alone, directs all events and that individuals as well as nations are subject to His will, and who in the every-day school are taught that history is simply a systematic record of past events of human beings without recognition of the all-controlling hand of Him in whose sight the nations are as a drop in the bucket!

Thus we could continue and could point out how in all branches of study pertaining to secular life and taught in the every-day school there is no possibility of neutrality for the teacher. He either denies (or ignores) God, or acknowledges Him.

Another reason why millions of Christians are lulled into the belief that their children are educated in the God-willed way is, that a considerable number of teachers in the every-day school belong to some church. Naturally, but at the same time very superficially, these parents think that because teachers are members of a Christian church, they must be true Christians in their instruction in the every-day school. However, this is very far from being the case; not because these teachers deliberately aim to be anti-Biblical in their instruction, but simply because in their misconception of life they think they are at liberty to manifest a dualism which is appalling. They regard Christian truth as one thing and so-called scientific truth as an entirely different thing and both as having their appointed place in life. Sad to say, many of the parents whose children they teach have exactly the same destructive view of life, not only in regard to education but also in regard to all other spheres of life, as for instance, politics, economics, recreation, etc.

When will the Christians of our land awake to the terrible conditions existing in regard to the education of the youth? What sinful incongruity, on the one hand to educate our